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Gas Back-up Generation Update



CNG Services Ltd

• Supports projects to inject biomethane into the gas grid
– New RHI in place – estimated further 26 projects registered 

for completion by end Jan 2020

• Supports back-up gas generation projects
– Pipelines for 20 – 50 MW gas engine plants

• Part owner of CNG Fuels Ltd, a company set up to build 
national network of CBM stations on the high pressure 
gas grid
– Leyland CNG Station
– 84% saving in GHG compared to diesel

• Developer of ‘virtual pipeline’ projects to take gas by road 
to off-grid customers including the distilleries and homes 
on Islay
– Replacing oil with natural gas and then biomethane

Innovation in the New Gas Economy 



Back-up Generation

1. Building back-up gas 
generation plant that are 
needed when its not 
windy/sunny

2. E.g.: On 20th January 2019



Building Back-up Gas Generation Plant that are 
Needed when it’s not Windy

A new Bloomberg New Energy Finance report forecasts a big increase in gas 
generation as % market share stays flat but total market doubles in size.

https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook/

UK electricity demand forecast to rise to 2050 
due to electric vehicles (EVs) and some heating 
shifting to electric heat pumps.

https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook/


Subsidy-free Offshore Wind is Transformational

The latest offshore wind turbines are 10 MW each and expected to have a load factor 
of around 57% according to the latest CfD - these need much less gas back-up than 
onshore wind



What about Gas Generation?

• A May 2018 WWF report said that we need to keep existing gas capacity as there is no 
alternative to gas back-up for a windless week in January

“Despite impressive cost reductions in recent years, lithium batteries are unsuited to provide 
backup for multi-day wind lulls (attempting to do so would be inefficient and prohibitively 
expensive). Other new storage technologies show promise but are further away from full 
commercial deployment. Therefore, in 2025 we expect much of the backup capacity will be 
provided by existing gas. In the longer term to ensure the UK continues to meet its carbon budgets 
a low-carbon replacement will need to be found - this is one of the key challenges of the UK’s 
energy transition”.

See Page 26: https://s3-eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/centaur-wp/theengineer/prod/content/uploads/2018/05/14122525/Coal-To-Clean-May-2018.pdf

https://s3-eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/centaur-wp/theengineer/prod/content/uploads/2018/05/14122525/Coal-To-Clean-May-2018.pdf


How much existing Gas Generation?

• The Electricity Capacity Market is designed for the ‘Windless Week in Winter’ - with 
capacity shown below from latest auction in 2018



• The direction of travel in the electricity market is for very low gas back-up generation 
load factors due to:
• High load factor offshore wind
• Onshore wind (though not so attractive due to low load factor)
• Solar
• Interconnectors
• Demand side response
• Electricity storage including vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
• Possibility nuclear plants get further life extensions

• Biomass is likely to be gone by 2030 due to no subsidy.

• Given the above, it is realistic to expect <10% gas load factor by 2030

• It is possible one or two CCGTs could run at higher load factor but a lot of time the 
electricity commodity will not cover the cost of gas

• SSE/Siemens are building a smaller CCGT at Keadby with a claimed 63% efficiency

• RWE cancelled Tilbury

• Capacity market in 2020 likely to give low price again - not enough new demand, so 
who would build CCGT for 2024-5 if load factor is <10% by 2030? No Business Case

CCGT Business Case (1)



• RWE Tilbury
• Abandoned Nov 18

CCGT Business Case (2)

• SSE Keadby 2
• In build by 2022



29,611 MW of Gas CCGT Received Capacity Payments

• A gas CCGT typically has 2 Open Cycle Gas Turbines (OCGTs) that burn gas to generate 
electricity, around 36% efficient

• There is also 1 Steam Turbine (ST) which makes electricity from steam made from the 
waste heat from the GTs, total efficiency around 55 – 60%

• In effect, we have around 20,000 MW 
of OCGT and 10,000MW of ST

• At a low load factor post-2030 there is 
unlikely to be sufficient waste heat 
from the OCGTs to run the STs for 2–4 
hours

• So, in effect we need 10,000 MW of 
new gas generation to stand still

• This can be OCGT or gas engines



• An advantage of gas engines is their flexibility and 
ability to ramp up very quickly

• Gas engines are also significantly more efficient that 
OCGTs for units of 20MW or less

• A 20 MW gas engine requires 20 – 50% less fuel than 
an OCGT

• These engines typically inject electricity into the 
11KVA grid but Centrica are building on sites of CCGTs 
e.g. 50 MW at BRIGG (below)

CCGT v OCGT v Gas Engines

Centrica Quote:

“Together, the engines will be operated as a
highly flexible ‘peaking plant’ that will be able to
go from a cold standstill up to full power in under
two minutes. This is a feature that is becoming
increasingly important as more intermittent
renewable capacity such as wind and solar comes
on line.
Our expectation is that the plant will typically run
for only a few hours a day during the week when
demand is at its highest.”



UK Gas Network



Gas Systems / Networks

National Transmission System
Owned and operated by National Grid

Gas Distribution Networks
Various owners / operators



Pressure Tiers
National Grid National Transmission System

• NTS – 50 – 100 bar
– Un-odorised network, no CV target

– CCGTs supplied from this

– Avoids LDZ charges (see next slide)

Gas Distribution Networks

• LTS 12 bar to 70 bar, but most at 19 or 42 bar 
– Very rarely have capacity issues

– All metal – however new high pressure PE at 19bar now possible

• IP  (4 – 6.9 bar)
– Good coverage across UK

– Usually have good capacity

– PE or metal construction

• MP (75 mbar to 2 bar)
– Very high coverage across UK

– PE or metal construction

– Pressure likely to need ‘boosting’ to match engine requirements



Transportation Charging
Benefit of NTS Direct 

• NTS connection avoids LDZ charges paid for connections to the DN 
(Distribution Network)

• Good option for >20MW

• Savings increase as load factor falls



Efficiency of Gas Engines

• It may be that the <10% load factor gas engines are not so efficient as the above -
capex is a key driver with low running hours (for 95% load factor CHP efficiency is 
more important)

• Large back-up gas engine plants are being installed in US (next slides)

• This graph shows that spark ignition gas engines have become much more efficient in 
the last 30 years

• Sales historically based on CHP with >90% load factor



225MW Denton Energy Centre in Texas

• 225MW plant with 12 
gas-powered engines 

• Each 18.75 MW

• 100% renewable over 
the year but not on 
daily basis – gas back-
up



128MW Plant - New Orleans

• 128MW plant with 7 gas-powered engines 
• Each 18.75 MW



The Growth of the Gas Engine Market in GB

• E.g.: Yorkshire - in 2017, the Planning Inspectorate said that a 14 MW gas back-up 
plant was necessary for renewables and could be built on land reserved for 
renewables as without gas, you cannot have wind/solar

Source: https://acp.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/ViewDocument.aspx?fileid=22737684

• This graph shows growth in Wales and West Utilities area (Wales and SW of England)
• Electricity was more valuable in this region with premium embedded benefits 

payments, but the 11 KVA grid is now saturated due to solar and back-up gas engine 
plant development is moving north



2 New 49MW Gas Power Plants from Centrica

• 49MW plant with 5 gas-powered engines
• 9.8MW each
• Built next to existing CCGT 
• NTS



Back-up Gas Engine Plant Operators

UK Power Reserve Welsh Power

Green Frog Power



De-carbonisation of Heat by 2050

• By 2050, it’s likely that there will be a significant 
number of heat pumps

• Market growing due to RHI but <10,000 new ones 
per annum

• Imperial report for the CCC indicated scenarios with 
as much as 150,000 MW of back up gas

• There is still likely to be increased electricity demand 
due to EVs and heat pumps

• Windless week in January is a fundamental issue 
regarding back-up generation capacity (and 
availability of gas but that’s a separate issue)



Nuclear Lifetimes

Power Station Net MWe Output Closure Date

Dungeness B 1040 2028

Hinkley Point B 840 2023

Hunterston B 830 2023

Hartlepool 1190 2024

Heysham 1 1160 2024

Heysham 2 1240 2030

Torness 1205 2030

Sizewell B 1195 2035

• Out of the 15 operational nuclear reactors in 
the UK, the last is scheduled to close in 2035

• Currently only 1 new power nuclear station, 
Hinkley C,  is being constructed – with a 
planned capacity of 3,260MWe

• Uncertainty in relation to whether lifetimes 
of plants can be extended



Conclusions
• 57% load factor offshore wind with close to no subsidy, combined with 

interconnectors and DSR and existing nuclear (will lives be extended?) is a 
killer for:

- Nuclear
- Onshore Wind
- Old CCGTs (definitely the Steam Turbine part)

• Gas load factors are heading to be very low - new CCGTs seem to be the wrong 
technology for new plants operating from 2024-25

• It may merit keeping the OCGT part of CCGTs alive until 2030 if the capacity 
payments justify it

• Building gas engines on the NTS makes sense due to avoided LDZ Charges which are 
highly significant for low load factors

- So, the CCGTs can replace the Steam Turbine with gas engines and have a more 
flexible plant

• There appears to be an inevitable boom in gas engines on the way


